Detecting scene text of arbitrary shapes has been a challenging task over the past years. In this paper, we propose a novel segmentationbased text detector, namely SAST, which employs a context attended multi-task learning framework based on a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) to learn various geometric properties for the reconstruction of polygonal representation of text regions. Taking sequential characteristics of text into consideration, a Context Attention Block is introduced to capture long-range dependencies of pixel information to obtain a more reliable segmentation. In post-processing, a Point-to-Quad assignment method is proposed to cluster pixels into text instances by integrating both high-level object knowledge and low-level pixel information in a single shot. Moreover, the polygonal representation of arbitrarily-shaped text can be extracted with the proposed geometric properties much more effectively. Experiments on several benchmarks, including ICDAR2015, ICDAR2017-MLT, SCUT-CTW1500, and Total-Text, demonstrate that SAST achieves better or comparable performance in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm runs at 27.63 FPS on SCUT-CTW1500 with a Hmean of 81.0% on a single NVIDIA Titan Xp graphics card, surpassing most of the existing segmentation-based methods.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, scene text reading has attracted extensive attention in both academia and industry for its numerous applications, such as scene understanding, image and video retrieval, and robot navigation. As the prerequisite in textual information extraction and understanding, text detection is of great importance. Thanks to the surge of deep neural networks, various convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods have been proposed to detect scene text, continuously refreshing the performance records on standard benchmarks [1, 15, 28, 42] . However, text detection in the wild is still a challenging task due to the significant variations in size, aspect ratios, orientations, languages, arbitrary shapes, and even the complex background. In this paper, we seek an effective and efficient detector for text of arbitrary shapes.
To detect arbitrarily-shaped text, especially those in curved form, some segmentation-based approaches [23, 35, 37, 44] formulated text detection as a semantic segmentation problem. They employ a fully convolutional network (FCN) [27] to predict text regions, and apply several post-processing steps such as connected component analysis to extract final geometric representation of scene text. Due to the lack of global context information, there are two common challenges for segmentation-based text detectors, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 , including: (1) Lying close to each other, text instances are difficult to be separated via semantic segmentation; (2) Long text instances tend to be fragmented easily, especially when character spacing is far or the background is complex, such as the effect of strong illumination. In addition, most segmentation-based detectors have to output large-resolution prediction to precisely describe text contours, thus suffer from time-consuming and redundant postprocessing steps.
Some instance segmentation methods [4, 7, 45] attempt to embed high-level object knowledge or non-local information into the network to alleviate the similar problems described above. Among them, Mask-RCNN [7] , a proposal-based segmentation method that cascades detection task (i.e., RPN [29] ) and segmentation task by RoIAlign [7] , has achieved better performance than those proposal-free methods by a large margin. Recently, some similar ideas [14, 24, 39] have been introduced to settle the problem of detecting text of arbitrary shapes. However, they are all facing a common challenge that it takes much more time when the number of valid text proposals increases, due to the large number of overlapping computations in segmentation, especially in the case that valid proposals are dense. In contrast, our approach is based on a single-shot view and efficient multi-task mechanism.
Inspired by recent works [16, 22, 33] in general semantic instance segmentation, we aim to design a segmentation-based Single-shot Arbitrarily-Shaped Text detector (SAST), which integrates both the high-level object knowledge and low-level pixel information in a single shot and detects scene text of arbitrary shapes with high accuracy and efficiency. Employing a FCN [27] model, various geometric properties of text regions, including text center line (TCL), text border offset (TBO), text center offset (TCO), and text vertex offset (TVO), are designed to learn simultaneously under a multi-task learning formulation. In addition to skip connections, a Context Attention Block (CAB) is introduced into the architecture to aggregate contextual information for feature augmentation. To address the problems illustrated in Fig. 1 , we propose a point-toquad method for text instance segmentation, which assigns labels to pixels by combining high-level object knowledge from TVO and TCO maps. After clustering TCL map into text instances, more precise polygonal representations of arbitrarily-shaped text are then reconstructed based on TBO maps.
Experiments on public datasets demonstrate that the proposed method achieves better or comparable performance in terms of both accuracy and efficiency. The contribution of this paper are three-fold:
• We propose a single-shot text detector based on multi-task learning for text of arbitrary shapes including multi-oriented, multilingual, and curved scene text, which is efficient enough for some real-time applications.
• The Context Attention Block aggregates the contextual information to augment the feature representation without too much extra calculation cost.
• The point-to-quad assignment is robust and effective to separate text instance and alleviate the problem of fragments, which is better than connected component analysis.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we will review some representative segmentationbased and detection-based text detectors, as well as some recent progress in general semantic segmentation. A comprehensive review of recent scene text detectors can be found in [40, 49] . Segmentation-based Text Detectors. The greatest benefit of segmentation-based methods is the ability to detect both straight The long text may break into fragments. The first row is the response for text regions from segmentation branch. In the second row, cyan contours are the detection results from EAST [47] , while red contours are from SAST.
text and curved text in a unified manner. With FCN [27] , the segmentation-based text detectors first classify text at pixel level, then followed by several post-processing to extract final geometric representation of scene text, so the performance of this kind of detectors is strongly affected by the robustness of segmentation results. In PixelLink [2] , positive pixels are joined into text instances by predicted positive links, and the bounding boxes are extracted from segmentation result directly. TextSnake [23] proposes a novel presentation for arbitrarily-shaped text, and treats a text instance as a sequence of overlapping disks lying at text center line to describe the geometric properties of text instances of irregular shapes. PSENet [35] shrinks the original text instance into various scales, and gradually expands the kernels to the text instances of complete shapes through a progressive scale expansion algorithm. The main challenge of FCN-based methods is separating text instances, which lie close to each other. The runtime of approaches above highly depends on the employed post-processing step, which often involves several pipelines and tends to be rather slow. Detection-based Text Detectors. Scene text is regarded as a special type of object, several methods [10, 17, 18, 26, 43, 47] are based on Faster R-CNN [29] , SSD [20] and DenseBox [12] , which generates text bounding boxes by regressing coordinates of boxes directly. TextBoxes [17] and RRD [18] adopt SSD as a base detector and adjust the anchor ratios and convolution kernel size to handle variation of aspect ratios of text instances. He et al. [10] and EAST [47] perform direct regression to determine vertex coordinates of quadrilateral text boundaries in a per-pixel manner without using anchors and proposals, and conduct the Non-Max Suppression (NMS) to get the final detection results. RRPN [26] generates inclined proposals with text orientation angle information and propose Rotation Region-of-Interest (RRoI) pooling layer to detect arbitrary-oriented text. Limited by the receptive field of CNNs and the relatively simple representations like rectangle bounding box or quadrangle adopted to describe text, detection-based methods may fall short when dealing with more challenging text instances, such as extremely long text and arbitrarily-shaped text. General Instance Segmentation. Instance segmentation is a challenging task, which involves both segmentation and classification tasks. The most recent and successful two-stage representative is Mask R-CNN [7] , which achieves amazing results on public benchmarks, but requires relatively long execution time due to the per-proposal computation and its deep stem network. Other frameworks rely mostly on pixel-features generated by a single FCN forward pass, and employ post-processing like graphical models, template matching, or pixel embedding to cluster pixels belonging to the same instance. More specifically, Non-local Networks [36] utilizes a self-attention [34] mechanism to enable a pixel-feature to perceive features from all the other positions, while the CCNet [13] harvests the contextual information from all pixels more efficiently by stacking two criss-cross attention modules, which augments the feature representation a lot. In post-processing step, Liu et al. [22] present a pixel affinity scheme and cluster pixels into instances with a simple yet effective graph merge algorithm. Instance-Cut [16] and the work of [41] predict object boundaries intentionally to facilitate the separation of object instances.
Our method, SAST, employs a FCN-based framework to predict TCL, TCO, TVO, and TBO maps in parallel. With the efficient CAB and point-to-quad assignment, where the high-level object knowledge is combined with low-level pixel information, SAST can detect text of arbitrary shapes with high accuracy and efficiency.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will describe our SAST framework for detecting scene text of arbitrary shapes in details.
Arbitrary Shape Representation
The bounding boxes, rotated rectangles, and quadrilaterals are used as classical representations in most detection-based text detectors, which fails to precisely describe the text instances of arbitrary shapes, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The segmentation-based methods formulate the detection of arbitrarily-shaped text as a binary segmentation problem. Most of them directly extracted the contours of instance mask as the representation of text, which is easily affected by the completeness and consistency of segmentation. However, PSENet [35] and TextSnake [23] attempted to progressively reconstruct the polygonal representation of detected text based on a shrunk text region, of which the post-processing is complex and tended to be slow. Inspired by those efforts, we aim to design an effective method for arbitrarily-shaped text representation.
In this paper, we extract the center line of text region (TCL map) and reconstruct the precise shape representation of text instances with a regressed geometry property, i.e. TBO, which indicates the offset between each pixel in TCL map and corresponding point pair in upper and lower edge of its text region. More specifically, as depicted in Fig. 2 , the representation strategy consists of two steps: text center point sampling and border point extraction. Firstly, we sample n points at equidistance intervals from left to right on the center line region of text instance. By taking a further operation, we can determine the corresponding border point pairs based on the sampled center line point with the information provided by TBO maps in the same location. By linking all the border points clockwise, we can obtain a complete text polygon representation. Instead of setting n to a fixed number, we assign it by the ratio of center line length to the average of length of border offset pairs adaptively. Several experiments on curved text datasets prove that our method is efficient and flexible for arbitrarily-shaped text instances.
Pipeline
The network architecture of FCN-based text detectors are limited to the local receptive fields and short-range contextual information, and makes it struggling to segment some challenging text instances. Thus, we design a Context Attention Block to integrate the longrange dependencies of pixels to obtain a more representative feature. As a substitute for the Connected Component Analysis, we also propose Point-to-Quad Assignment to cluster the pixels in TCL map into text instances, where we use TCL and TVO maps to restore the minimum quadrilateral bounding boxes of text instances as high-level information.
An overview of our framework is depicted in Fig. 3 . It consists of three parts, including a stem network, multi-task branches, and a post-processing part. The stem network is based on ResNet-50 [8] with FPN [19] and CABs to produce context-enhanced representation. The TCL, TCO, TVO, and TBO maps are predicted for each text region as a multi-task problem. In the post-processing, we segment text instances by point-to-quad assignment. Concretely, similar to EAST [47] , the TVO map regresses the four vertices of bounding quadrangle of text region directly, and the detection results is considered as high-level object knowledge. For each pixel in TCL map, a corresponding offset vector from TCO map will point to a low-level center which the pixel belongs to. Computing the distance between lower-level center and high-level object centers of the detected bounding quadrangle, pixels in the TCL map will be grouped into several text instances. In contrast to the connected component analysis, it takes high-level object knowledge into account, and is proved to be more efficient. More details about the mechanism of point-to-quad assignment will be discussed in this Section 3.4. We sample a adaptive number of points in the center line of each text instance, calculate corresponding points in upper and lower borders with the help of TBO map, and reconstruct the representation of arbitrarily-shaped scene text finally. 
Network Architecture
In this paper, we employ ResNet-50 as the backbone network with the additional fully-connected layers removed. With different levels of feature map from the stem network gradually merged three-times in the FPN manner, a fused feature map X is produced at 1/4 size of the input images. We serially stack two CABs behind to capture rich contextual information. Adding four branches behind the contextenhanced feature maps X ′′ , the TCL and other geometric maps are predicted in parallel, where we adopt a 1 × 1 convolution layer with the number of output channel set to {1, 2, 8, 4} for TCL, TCO, TVO, and TBO map respectively. It is worth mentioning that all the output channels of convolution layers in the FPN is set to 128 directly, regardless of whether the kernel size is 1 or 3.
Context Attention Block. The segmentation results of FCN and the post-processing steps depend mainly on local information. The proposed CAB utilizes a self-attention mechanism [34] to aggregate the contextual information to augment the feature representation, of which the details is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . In order to alleviate the huge computational overhead caused by direct use of self-attention, CAB only considers the similarity between each location in feature map and others in the same horizontal or vertical column. The feature map X is the output of ResNet-50 backbone which is in size of N × H × W × C. To collect contextual information horizontally, we adopt three convolution layers behind X in parallel to get { f θ , f ϕ , f д } and reshape them into {N × H } × W × C, then multiply f ϕ by the transpose of f θ to get an attention map of size {N × H } × W × W , which is activated by a Sigmoid function. A horizontal contextual information enhanced feature, which is resized to N × H × W × C finally, is integrated by multiplication of f д and the attention map. It is slightly different to get the vertical contextual information that { f θ ,f ϕ ,f д } is transposed to {N × H } × C ×W at the beginning, as shown in cyan boxes in Fig. 4 . Meanwhile, a short-cut path is used to preserve local features. Concatenating the horizontal contextual map, vertical contextual map, and short-cut map together and reducing channel number of X ′ with a 1 × 1 convolutional layer, the CAB aggregates long-range pixel-wise contextual information in both horizontal and vertical directions. Besides, the convolutional layers denoted by purple and cyan boxes share weights. By serially connecting two CABs, each pixel can finally capture long-range dependencies from all pixels, as depicted in the bottom of Fig. 4 , leading to a more powerful context-enhanced feature map X ′′ , which also helps alleviate the problems caused by the limited receptive field when dealing with more challenging text instances, such as long text.
Text Instance Segmentation
For most proposal free text detector of arbitrary shapes, the morphological post-processing such as connected component analysis are adopted to achieve text instance segmentation, which do not explicitly incorporate high-level object knowledge and easily fail to detect complex scene text. In this section, we describe how to generate an text instance semantic segmentation with TCL, TCO and TVO maps with high-level object information.
Point-to-Quad Assignment. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the first step of text instance segmentation is detecting candidate text quadrangles based on TCL and TVO maps. Similar to EAST [47] , we binarize the TCL map, whose pixel values are in the range of [0, 1], with a given threshold, and restore the corresponding quadrangle bounding boxes with the four vertex offsets provided by TVO map. Of course, NMS is adopted to suppress overlapping candidates. The final quadrangle candidates shown in Fig. 3 (b) can be considered to depend on high-level knowledge. The second and last step in text instance segmentation is clustering the responses of text region in the binarized TCL map into text instances. As Fig. 3 (c) shows, the TCO map is a pixel-wise prediction of offset vectors pointing to the center of bounding boxes which the pixels in the TCL map should belong to. With a strong assumption that pixels in TCL map belonging to the same text instance should point to the same object-level center, we cluster TCL map into several text instances by assigning the response pixel to the quadrangle boxes generated in the first step. Moreover, we do not care about whether predicted boxes in the first step are fully bounding text region in the input image, and the pixels outside of the predicted box will be mostly assigned to the corresponding text instances. Integrated with high-level object knowledge and low-level pixel information, the proposed post-processing clusters each pixel in TCL map to its best matching text instance efficiently, and can help to not only separate text instances that are close to each other, but also alleviate fragments when dealing with extremely long text.
Label Generation and Training Objectives
In this part, the generation of TCL, TCO, TVO, and TBO maps will be discussed. TCL is the shrunk version of text region, and it is an one channel segmentation map for text/non-text. The other label maps such as TCO, TVO, and TBO, are per-pixel offsets with reference to those pixels in TCL map. For each text instance, we calculate the center and four vertices of the minimum enclosing quadrangle from its annotation polygon, as depicted in Fig. 5 (c)  (d) . TCO map is the offset between pixels in TCL map and the center of bounding box, while TVO is the offset between the four vertices of bounding box and pixels in TCL map. Hence, the channel numbers of TCO and TVO maps are 2 and 8, respectively, because each point pair requires two channels to represent the offsets {∆x i , ∆y i }. Meanwhile, TBO determines the upper and lower boundaries of text instances in TCL map, thus it is a four channel offset map.
Here are more details about the generation of a TBO map. For a quadrangle text annotation with vertices {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 } in clockwise and V 1 is the top left vertex, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) , the generation of TBO mainly contains two steps: first, we find a corresponding point pair on the top and bottom boundaries for each point in TCL map, than calculate the corresponding offset pair. With average slope of the upper side and lower side of quadrangle, the line cross a point P 0 in TCL map can be determined. And it is easy to directly calculate the intersection points {P 1 , P 2 } of the line in the left and right edges of bounding quadrangle with algebraic methods. A pair of corresponding points {P upper , P lower } for P 0 can be determined from:
In the second step, the offsets between P 0 and {P upper , P lower } can be easily determined. Polygons of more than four vertices are treated as a series of quadrangles connected together, and TBO of polygons can be generated gradually from quadrangles as described before. For non-TCL pixels, their corresponding geometry attributes are set to 0 for convenience. At the stage of training, the whole network is trained in an end-to-end manner, and the loss of the model can be formulated as:
where L tcl , L tco ,L tvo and L tbo represent the loss of TCL, TCO, TVO, and TBO maps, and the first one is the binary segmentation loss while the other are regression loss.
We train segmentation branch by minimizing the Dice loss [27] , and the Smooth L 1 loss [5] is adopted for regression loss. The loss weights λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , and λ 4 are a tradeoff between four tasks which are equally important in this work, so we determine a set of values {1.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0} by making the four loss gradient norms close in back-propagation.
To compare the effectiveness of SAST with existing methods, we perform thorough experiments on four public text detection datasets, i.e., ICDAR 2015, ICDAR2017-MLT, SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text.
Datasets
The datasets used for the experiments in this paper are briefly introduced below.
SynthText. The SynthText dataset [6] is composed of 800,000 natural images, on which text in random colors, fonts, scales, and orientations is rendered carefully to have a realistic look. We use the dataset with word-level labels to pre-train our model.
ICDAR 2015. The ICDAR 2015 dataset [15] is collected for the ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Competition, with 1,000 natural images for training and 500 for testing. The images are acquired using Google Glass and the text accidentally appear in the scene. All the text instances annotated with word-level quadrangles.
ICDAR2017-MLT. The ICDAR2017-MLT [28] is a large scale multi-lingual text dataset, which includes 7,200 training images, 1,800 validation images and 9,000 test images. The dataset consists of multi-oriented and multi-lingual aspects of scene text. The text regions in ICDAR2017-MLT are also annotated by quadrangles.
SCUT-CTW1500. The SCUT-CTW1500 [42] is a challenging dataset for curved text detection. It consists of 1,000 training images and 500 test images, and text instances are largely in English and Chinese. Different from traditional datasets, the text instances in SCUT-CTW1500 are labelled by polygons with 14 vertices.
Total-Text. The Total-Text [1] is another curved text benchmark, which consists of 1,255 training images and 300 testing images with more than 3 different text orientations: Horizontal, Multi-Oriented, and Curved. The annotations are labelled in word-level.
Evaluation Metrics. The performance on ICDAR2015, TotalText, SCUT-CTW1500, and ICDAR2017-MLT is evaluated using the protocols provided in [1, 15, 28, 42] , respectively.
Implementation Details
Training. ResNet-50 is used as the network backbone with pretrained weight on ImageNet [3] . The skip-connection is in FPN fashion with output channel numbers of the convolutional layers set to 128 and the final output is at 1/4 size of input images. All upsample operators are the bilinear interpolation and the classification branch is activated with sigmoid while the regression branches, i.e. TCO, TVO, and TBO maps, is the output of the last convolution layer directly. The training process is divided into two steps, i.e., the warming-up and fine-tuning steps. In the warming-up step, we apply Adam optimizer to train our model with learning rate 1e-4, and the learning rate decay factor is 0.94 on the SynthText dataset. In the fine-tuning step, the learning rate is re-initiated to 1e-4 and the model is tuned on ICDAR 2015, ICDAR2017-MLT, SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text.
All the experiments are performed on a workstation with the following configuration, CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v2 @ 2.10GHz x16; GPU: NVIDIA TITAN Xp ×4; RAM: 64GB. During the training time, we set the batch size to 8 per GPU in parallel.
Data Augmentation. We randomly crop the text image regions, then resize and pad them to 512 × 512. Specially for curved polygon labeled datasets, we crop images without crossing text instances to avoid the destruction of polygon annotations. The cropped image regions will be rotated randomly in 4 directions (0 • , 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • ) and standardized by subtracting the RGB mean value of ImageNet dataset. The text region, which is marked as "DO NOT CARE" or its minimum length of edges is less than 8 pixels, will be ignored in the training process.
Testing. In inference phase, unless otherwise stated, we set the longer side to 1536 for single-scale testing, and to 512, 768, 1536, and 2048 for multi-scale testing, while keeping the aspect ratio unchanged. A specified range is assigned to each testing scale and detections from different scales are combined using NMS, which is inspired by SNIP [31] .
Ablation Study
We conduct several ablation experiments to analyze SAST. The details are discussed as follows.
The Effectiveness of TBO, TCO and TVO. To verify the efficiency of Text Instance Segmentation Module (TVO and TCO maps) and Arbitrary Shape Representation Module (TBO map) in SAST, we conduct several experiments with the following configurations: 1) TCL + CC + Expand: It is a naive way to predict center region of text, use connected component analysis to achieve text instance segmentation, and expand the contours of connected components by a shrinking rate as the final text geometric representation. 2) TCL + CC + TBO: Instead of expending the contours directly, we reconstruct the precise polygon of a text instance with Arbitrary Shape Representation Module. 3) TCL + TVO + TCO +TBO: As a substitute for connected component analysis, we use the method of point-to-quad assignment in Text Instance Segmentation Module, which is supposed to incorporate high-level object knowledge and low-level information, and assign each pixel on the TCL map to its best matching text instances. The efficiency of the proposed method is demonstrated on SCUT-CTW1500, as shown in Tab. 1. It surpasses the first two methods by 21.75% and 1.46% in Hmean, respectively. Meanwhile, the proposed point-to-quad assignment cost almost the same time as connected component analysis.
The Trade-off between Speed and Accuracy. There is a tradeoff between speed and accuracy, and the mainstream segmentation methods maintain high resolution, which is usually in the same size of input image, to achieve a better result at a correspondingly high cost in time. Several experiments are made on SCUT-CTW1500 benchmark, We compare the performance with different resolution of output, i.e., {1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 }, and find a rational trade-off between speed and accuracy at the 1/4 scale of input images. The detail configuration and results are shown in Tab. 2. Note that the feature extractor in those experiments is not equipped with Context Attention Block.
The Effectiveness of Context Attention Blocks. We introduce the CABs into the network architecture to capture long-range dependencies of pixel information. We conduct two experiments on SCUT-CTW1500 by replacing the CABs with several convolutional layers stacked together as the baseline experiment, which has almost the same number of trainable variables. The input size of image is 512 × 512, and the output of images is at 1/4 of input 
Evaluation on Curved Text Benchmark
On SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text, we evaluate the performance of SAST for detecting text lines of arbitrary shapes. We fine-tune our model for about 10 epochs on SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text training set, respectively. In testing phase, the number of vertices of text polygons is adaptively counted and we set the scale of the longer side to 512 for single-scale testing on both datasets. The quantitative results are shown in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5. With the help of the efficient post-processing, SAST achieves 80.97% and 78.08% in Hmean on SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text, respectively, which is comparable to the state-of-the-art methods. In addition, multi-scale testing can further improves Hmean to 81.45% and 80.21% on SCUT-CTW1500 and Total-Text. The visualization of curved text detection are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) . As can be seen, the proposed text detector SAST can handle curved text lines well.
Evaluation on ICDAR 2015
In order to verify the validity for detecting oriented text, we compare SAST with the state-of-the-art methods on ICDAR 2015 dataset, a standard oriented text dataset. Compared with previous arbitrarilyshaped text detectors [35, 38, 39] , which detect text on the same size as input image, SAST achieves a better performance in a much faster speed. All the results are listed in Tab. 6. Specifically, for single-scale testing, SAST achieves 86.91% in Hmean, surpassing most competitors (these pure detection methods without the assistance of recognition task). Moreover, multi-scale testing increases about 0.53% in Hmean. Some detection results are shown in Fig. 6 (c), and indicate that SAST is also capable to detect multi-oriented text accurately.
Evaluation on ICDAR2017-MLT
To demonstrate the generalization ability of SAST on multilingual scene text detection, we evaluate SAST on ICDAR2017-MLT. Similar to the above training methods, the detector is fine-tuned for about 10 epochs on the SynthText pre-trained model. At the single scale testing, our proposed method achieves a Hmean of 68.76%, and it increases to 72.37% for multi-scale testing. The quantitative results are shown in Tab. 7. The visualizatio n of multilingual text detection is as illustrated in the Fig. 6 (d) , which shows the robustness of the proposed method in detecting multilingual scene text.
Runtime
In this paper, we make a trade-off between speed and accuracy. The TCL, TVO, TCO, and TBO maps are predicted in the 1/4 size of input images. With the proposed post-processing step, SAST is supposed to detect text of arbitrary shapes in real-time speed with a commonly used GPU. To demonstrate the runtime of the proposed 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an efficient single-shot arbitrarily-shaped text detector together with Context Attention Blocks and a mechanism of point-to-quad assignment, which integrates both high-level object knowledge and low-level pixel information to obtain text instances from a context-enhanced segmentation. Several experiments demonstrate that the proposed SAST is effective in detecting arbitrarily-shaped text, and is also robust in generalizing to multilingual scene text datasets. Qualitative results show that SAST helps to alleviate some common challenges in segmentation-based text detector, such as the problem of fragments and the separation of adjacent text instances. Moreover, with a commonly used GPU, SAST runs fast and may be sufficient for some real-time applications, e.g., augmented reality translation. However, it is difficult for SAST to detect some extreme cases, which mainly are very small text regions. In the future, we are interested in improving the ability of small text detection and developing an end-to-end text reading system for text of arbitrary shapes.
